June 18, 2020

The Honorable Mike Pence  
Vice President  
Eisenhower Executive Office Building  
1650 Pennsylvania Ave NW  
Washington, D.C. 20502  

Dear Vice President Pence:

We write to request information regarding reports and whistleblower complaints that the Trump Administration rejected an offer to build up domestic manufacturing capacity for N95 respirators just as the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) was first detected in the United States.\(^1\) If these reports are accurate, they indicate that the Trump Administration’s dismissal of an offer from a U.S.-based company to manufacture millions of N95 respirators and its failure to anticipate the immense need for masks has likely contributed to the chronic nationwide shortage of crucial protective equipment and the ongoing spread of the disease.

The Trump Administration’s failure to properly prepare for a pandemic—and its lackadaisical response in the weeks between the first COVID-19 case being identified and the first American contracting the disease—left states and hospitals unprepared and under-resourced to combat the COVID-19 pandemic.\(^2\) In just a matter of weeks, there were nationwide shortages of personal protective equipment (PPE) such as gowns, gloves, and masks and other face covers—equipment crucial to preventing the spread of the virus and protecting first responders and other health care professionals at the front lines.\(^3\) Hospitals, community health centers, nursing homes, and other health care providers were flooded with potential COVID-19 cases but forced to treat, test, or
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care for patients without adequate PPE, including masks.4 Dozens of reports surfaced of nurses and doctors using the same mask to treat several patients across multiple days, greatly increasing the chances of transmission.5 States were pitted against one another as they attempted to procure masks from an array of sources; even when they were seemingly successful, the federal government would often swoop in to outbid them at the last minute.6 Even as the shortage and its consequences became apparent, President Trump hesitated to use his powers under the Defense Production Act to direct manufacturers to produce masks.7

Today, health care professionals and first responders caring for COVID-19 positive patients are still being forced to reuse N95 respirators or use less effective surgical masks.8 Furthermore, reports from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) indicate that domestic capacity to manufacture N95 respirators continues to lag behind of the 3.5 billion N95 respirators Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response estimated we need to combat the pandemic.9 The ability to domestically manufacture N95 respirators could be critical in combatting COVID-19.

We are, therefore, concerned by reports that HHS officials refused to contract with Prestige Ameritech, “the largest domestic manufacturer of surgical masks and respirators in America,”10, after they offered to produce masks just one day after the first case of COVID-19 was confirmed in the U.S.11 In anticipation of extreme demand domestically, Prestige Ameritech contacted senior officials at HHS, writing “We still have four like-new N95 manufacturing lines…reactivating these machines would be very difficult and very expensive but could be achieved in a dire situation,” and estimated that they would be able to produce nearly 1.7 million N95 respirators per week.12 However, HHS officials ultimately decided to not contract with Prestige Ameritech, responding, “I don’t believe we as a government are anywhere near answering those questions for you yet”—a shocking admission on a date when there were already 581 cases worldwide and the Administration had been made aware of the potential for devastation several
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weeks prior. In fact, just days after Prestige Ameritech originally contacted the Department, HHS Secretary Azar testified before the Senate Appropriations Committee that the United States had only 30 million masks but would need more than 300 million to combat the spread of COVID-19.

Despite HHS’ initial rejection and high interest from overseas, Prestige Ameritech persisted, warning “U.S. mask supply is at imminent risk” and citing rising demand from China and Hong Kong. HHS continued to show little interest until two months later, on March 21, 2020, when the agency finally awarded contracts to six major medical equipment manufacturers to purchase approximately 600 million N95 respirators. On April 7, Prestige Ameritech was eventually awarded a $9.5 million contract by FEMA for only 12 million masks, a small order the company has said they “could fulfill without activating its dormant manufacturing lines.” Curiously, FEMA also awarded a contract for 10 million N95 respirators to a third-party distributor with “no history of procuring medical equipment” at a price per mask that was seven times higher than Prestige Ameritech offered in January.

These reports are corroborated by Dr. Rick Bright, former Director of the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority. According to Dr. Bright’s May 2020 whistleblower complaint, in the days and weeks following Prestige Ameritech’s initial contact, he repeatedly raised concerns within the Department and called on HHS to take up the company’s offer. Yet his concerns reportedly “[fell] on deaf ears.” Together, all the available evidence paints an alarming picture—that the Trump Administration failed to build up and invest in our country’s
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domestic manufacturing capacity for crucial medical equipment and PPE even when the resources were made available to them. This inaction likely contributed to the spread of COVID-19 among health care workers and had devastating effects on our nation’s health care workforce.

We have introduced legislation, the COVID–19 Emergency Manufacturing Act of 2020, which would give the federal government authority to immediately enter into contracts and manufacture medical devices, PPE, and other products to combat COVID-19 to ensure that we can adequately fight the pandemic. We intend to keep working to make that plan law. In the interim, however, your Administration must work expeditiously to coordinate its domestic manufacturing efforts for COVID-19 medical products.

In order to better understand the federal government’s refusal to procure N95 respirators from Prestige Ameritech and other potential untapped sources of PPE available to the federal government, we request answers to the following questions no later than July 2, 2020.

1. Please provide a list of all federal government contracts for manufacturing N95 respirators, including for each contract:
   a. The total number of masks contracted;
   b. The price per mask;
   c. The manufacturer’s current manufacturing capacity; and
   d. The manufacturer’s current domestic manufacturing capacity.

2. Why did the federal government initially turn down Prestige Ameritech’s offers to domestically manufacture N95 respirators?

3. Why has the federal government not contracted with Prestige Ameritech for the production of N95 respirators using its dormant manufacturing lines?

4. Please provide a list of other manufacturing companies that domestically manufacture N95 respirators and the contracts that FEMA has awarded them.

5. Please provide a list of federal government facilities that could be rapidly re-tooled to manufacture N95 respirators and other PPE.

6. What is the federal government’s acquisition goal for N95 respirators and other PPE to combat the COVID-19 pandemic?

7. What is the federal government’s goal to replenish the Strategic National Stockpile with N95 respirators and other PPE?

We appreciate your attention to this matter.
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Sincerely,

/s/ Elizabeth Warren
Elizabeth Warren
United States Senator

/s/ Jan Schakowsky
Jan Schakowsky
Member of Congress